
Jessica Bardwell of Home House had this to say about the impact the new area has had on members and staff alike; ‘From Sunday BBQs, 

al fresco dining and early glasses of champagne, Home House members are very much enjoying our newly installed decking. For early 

evenings throughout the summer, the Garden often becomes the heart of action of the House, a fabulous way to unwind and meet 

friends and colleagues and the newly fitted decking really sets the tone for a quality evening ahead.’

Jessica continued ‘Members and staff alike have commented on the new installation, which has proved to be slip resistant and free of 

gaps for ladies in stilettos and we are extremely  pleased to have  worked with Ecodek, who have showcased their  product at a fine level   

in the grounds of Home House. 
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360 Barking is set across 4 cylindrical towers located in the heart of Barking.  

195 are private apartments and 96 are on the shared ownership scheme.  As 

part of the regeneration plan, 360 Barking will become an icon to the area 

alongside the £2 billion of investment that will eventually bring 6,000 new 

homes, smarter shops and an art film cinema.

Alloy Fabweld manufactured and installed these unique teardrop balconies creating the 

main feature on this stunning 4-tower circular residential project.

Every apartment has its own private ecodek® balcony (or winter garden) and access to one 

of the communal, landscaped roof terraces.

The solid cross-section of ecodek® boards lent isteslf perfectly to this project and the curved 

nature of the balcony design, as ease of cutting the boards was perfect. In addition, the 

ability to order bespoke lengths from Ecodek was a clear winner for this project, where the 

lengths manufactured included 7m, 5.73m, 4.9m, 3.75m and 1.9m! This meant very little 

waste on site, a huge plus for a construction project, and what waste was generated was 

purchased back by Ecodek and recycled back into new product!
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